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Abstract
Non-volatile memory (NVM) is a new byte-addressable storage technology that is part of the processor’s memory hierarchy. NVM is often exposed to applications via an in-kernel
file system. To prevent data loss in the case of crashes, the file
system implementation needs to be crash-consistent. Achieving crash consistency is difficult however, as special primitives
need to be inserted at appropriate places in the program to
ensure persistency in the presence of volatile caches.
We introduce Vinter, a new approach to automated NVM
crash consistency testing designed for full systems, including
unmodified kernel software such as file systems. By tracing
NVM accesses of a full system via dynamic binary translation, we capture interactions between user and kernel space
code. With such traces, our system efficiently generates relevant crash states using a heuristic that determines NVM
locations significant for crash consistency. Finally, it extracts
the semantic representation of each crash state. This makes
the automatic detection of operation-spanning violations of
crash consistency properties such as atomicity feasible. Our
approach further aids in fixing detected bugs by representing how bugs originate from simulated crashes which are
annotated by trace metadata.
Our evaluation on NVM file systems uncovers several previously unknown bugs, including bugs in the state-of-the-art
file systems NOVA and NOVA-Fortis that lead to atomicity
violations and data loss.

1

Introduction

Non-volatile memory (NVM) is a new storage technology that
is byte-addressable and integrated in the processor’s memory
system. Applications can obtain a virtual memory mapping
to access non-volatile memory pages directly with load and
store instructions [40, 41, 52]. Such direct access enables persistency without a serialization step, but requires extensive
reworking of the applications to ensure crash consistency:
Modifications need to be flushed from volatile caches, and
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developers need to employ memory fences to enforce persistency ordering. Thus, programming for NVM has turned out
to be difficult in practice [39].
As an alternative, unmodified applications can benefit from
high-speed NVM by running on NVM file systems [5, 23,
26, 45, 48–51, 54, 56] which implement common user space
interfaces such as POSIX [15]. Internally, these file systems
store metadata and file data directly on NVM, which means
that the same challenges for achieving crash consistency apply
to these file systems as well.
Recent research has produced many approaches to detecting crash consistency bugs [8, 11, 27–30, 33]. However, we
find that most of these approaches cannot easily be applied
to file systems. Kernel software is often not supported at all
or requires extensive code modification. In particular, static
code analysis [11] and symbolic execution [33] are difficult
to apply to full systems where a variety of user and kernel
space code may interact. It is possible in theory to adapt a
kernel file system to user space in order to apply a testing tool
designed for user space software. However, this approach is
likely to distort results, as the interaction between user and
kernel space code can be a source of consistency bugs. For example, the NOVA file system [49] relies on memory barriers
being performed when returning to user space.
We introduce Vinter, the virtualization-based NVM
tester, a novel approach for testing crash consistency that supports full systems. Using binary translation, we trace relevant
instructions such as load-store instructions or barriers in a virtual machine running unmodified kernel and user space code.
From that trace, we generate crash images which represent
possible NVM contents after a crash. We reduce the exponential search space by identifying NVM locations where the
recovery code reads from the crash image. By extracting the
semantic state of each crash image (e.g., a listing of all files
in a file system), we can finally automatically verify crash
consistency properties such as atomicity.
We use our prototype to test the NVM file systems
NOVA [49], NOVA-Fortis [50] and PMFS [10] for crash consistency bugs. We find several new bugs in these file systems
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ranging from atomicity violations to data loss and broken
file system states. One specific bug we find in NOVA highlights the importance of testing unmodified software instead
of higher-level methods such as manual code annotation: A
generic Linux helper function for an uncached memory copy
has an optimized assembly implementation for x86 that leaves
unaligned data in the cache. NOVA uses this function to copy
file data to NVM and is thus susceptible to data loss.
We identify the following major contributions of our work:
• Our solution traces NVM accesses using full system emulation with dynamic binary translation. It thus supports
unmodified user and kernel space software.
• We apply heuristics to achieve efficient exploration of
crash states, avoiding combinatorial state explosion.
• Through grouping simulated crashes by their semantic state, we introduce automatic testing of operationspanning crash consistency properties such as atomicity.
• To help developers fix uncovered bugs, we introduce
a representation of semantic crash states and their origins in simulated crashes which are annotated by trace
metadata.
• Using our solution, we provide the first comprehensive
analysis of NVM file systems for crash consistency.

2

Background and Related Work

In this section, we introduce the memory persistency model
that Vinter builds upon and the crash consistency properties
it can verify automatically. Then, we discuss related work.

2.1

Memory Persistency Models

Applications that access NVM need to pay close attention
to the memory persistency model which codifies the architecture’s guarantees about persistency. Multiple models have
been proposed [5, 12, 18, 35]. We implement Vinter for the
x86 architecture [17, 37] whose persistency model is based
on persistency epochs [20]. The epoch model divides thread
execution into persist epochs and guarantees that stores between epochs are strictly ordered, but not within the same
epoch [5, 35]. Stores are buffered in x86 and need to be
flushed from volatile caches with instructions such as clwb
to be persisted [22, 37]. Alternatively, non-temporal stores
bypass the caches. Memory barriers in the form of fence
instructions provide ordering points that divide the epochs. In
the following, we refer to all instructions that are relevant for
the persistency model as persistency primitives.

2.2

NVM Crash Consistency

Crash consistency as a property of stateful applications is
often only informally specified. Throughout this work, we
use the following definitions and assumptions about the tested
applications.
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Figure 1: An atomic operation: All crash images (partially
shown) recover to one of two semantic states.

We assume that the application keeps its persistent state
in NVM. Depending on the access method, modifications
may go through a volatile cache or may be reordered. After a
crash, these modifications may be partially lost. Consequently,
the NVM then contains all fully-persisted data (e.g., through
cache flush instructions and memory fences) with a subset of
the in-flight modifications applied. We call this a crash image.
The period during which a crash may occur is called the
pre-failure execution [29]. When restarting the application
from a crash image, its post-failure recovery code will read the
data to recover its semantic state. By comparing all possible
recovered states that can arise from crashes, we can describe
the following crash consistency properties. An operation with
all-or-nothing semantics fulfills atomicity. More formally, all
crash images possible during an atomic operation result in
one of two states: either the initial or the final state. Figure 1
illustrates such an atomic operation. From left to right, an
application is modifying NVM contents step-by-step. As long
as the modifications are not flushed from the caches, crash
images with partial cache contents are possible. However,
all but the final crash image recover to an identical semantic
state. We can observe patterns like this when techniques such
as journaling are in use. The final writes (green) mark the
previous modifications as valid.
For non-atomic operations, in Section 3.4.1 we define a
second, weaker property Single Final State: at the end of
an operation, all possible crash images recover to the same
semantic state. Either of these properties may be violated by
different kinds of bugs. For example, a missing memory fence
at the end of an operation may violate Single Final State:
the CPU could reorder cache flushes, which results in crash
images that miss some modifications.
Multiple methods exist that help applications to achieve
crash consistency, including logging [46, 47], log structuring [4, 14, 24, 49, 55], and shadow paging [31, 34].

2.3

NVM Crash Consistency Testing

Since making NVM programs crash-consistent is difficult for
developers, multiple testing approaches have been proposed
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with varying degrees of automation. Many of the previous
approaches rely on user-provided code annotations [29, 30],
do not automatically confirm bug candidates [8, 29, 30, 33],
and are limited to user space applications [11, 29, 33] or
would need additional effort like kernel modification [8, 28,
30]. Vinter is free from these limitations.
Lantz et al.’s Yat [27] traces its target in a hardware-assisted
hypervisor, constructs all possible crash images by brute force,
and tests these by running an integrity checker such as fsck.
It is able to test kernel space applications, but it relies on
code modifications to trap persistency primitives due to limits of hardware-assisted virtualization. Due to its exhaustive
crash image exploration, some test cases would take years to
complete. Furthermore, Yat can only detect inconsistencies
discovered by an integrity checker, and is not able to consider
consistency across entire operations.
Liu et al.’s PMTest [30] requires that developers annotate
their source code with persistency assertions. Their correctness is then evaluated at runtime. The obvious drawback is
that the approach entirely depends on the quantity and quality
of annotations which need considerable effort by developers.
XFDetector by Liu et al. [29] applies heuristics to detect
a typical bug pattern. During runtime, it looks for read operations during post-failure recovery whose corresponding
stores from pre-failure execution have not been explicitly persisted. To avoid false positive bugs, they require manual code
annotations. Still, the bug candidates need manual screening.
Neal et al.’s Agamotto [33] applies symbolic execution to
NVM user space programs. This allows arguing over many
possible execution paths at once and can work with symbolic NVM. It only detects some bug patterns like unpersisted
NVM locations after program termination. Thus, false positives can occur and manual vetting is required.
Witcher by Fu et al. [11] focuses on testing user space
key-value stores. The authors propose a testing pipeline that
automatically confirms bugs. It uses heuristics based on dynamic and static analysis to choose interesting crash states
and thus avoids exhaustive search. Use of static analysis and
need for recompilation makes it difficult to apply to full systems, so we propose a new crash image generation heuristic
solely based on dynamic analysis. Witcher automatically
detects violations of the atomicity of operations [18] by introducing “output equivalence checking” that compares with
oracle states obtained before and after an operation. Our work
extends upon this by also testing for a relaxation of atomicity. Furthermore, Vinter outputs a representation of all
encountered semantic crash states for easy manual sighting
when strong properties such as atomicity do not apply.
Vinter
also passes metadata through its testing pipeline in order
to facilitate debugging and root cause analysis of uncovered
bugs.
PMFuzz by Liu et al. [28] uses fuzzing for test case generation and is orthogonal to our work. PMDebugger by Di
et al. [8] focuses on efficiently processing memory traces.
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Formal verification of NVM programs has been proposed [7,
13, 18].

2.4

File System Crash Consistency

The need for file systems to tolerate crashes is not new. Numerous works have proposed methods for checking crash
consistency properties in file systems [19, 21, 25, 32, 36, 53].
Most of these approaches rely on instrumentation at the block
layer and thus cannot be applied to NVM file systems. However, we see opportunities to adopt specific techniques to an
NVM context. CrashMonkey [32] automatically generates
test cases for a crash consistency checker. Our evaluation relies on manually written tests, but could be extended with a
similar technique. Jaffer et al. [19] evaluate how file systems
react to media errors common on solid state drives. Our approach could be extended in this direction, however, there is
currently limited information on specific NVM media errors.
File system semantics. A common issue with file system
crash consistency checking is that consistency semantics vary
from file system to file system and are often only loosely
specified. The POSIX standard [15], whose API most Unix
file systems implement, does not define crash consistency
semantics at all. Bornholt et al. [3] improve on this situation
by creating crash consistency models for a few commonly
used file systems. Rebello et al. [38] specifically look at error
handling by file systems and applications for the fsync system call. These issues also apply to NVM file systems. For
our analysis, NOVA [49], NOVA-Fortis [50] and PMFS [10]
give strong atomicity guarantees for all metadata and file data
operations, so complex models were not required.

3

Approach

We introduce a novel crash consistency testing approach to automatically finding bugs that violate crash consistency properties in unmodified NVM applications, including kernel space
software. The key requirements for our solution are:
• To support kernel software such as file systems, it should
work with full systems and should not be limited to user
space software.
• It should not require manual development effort. In particular, no code annotations should be needed. Our solution even works with unmodified kernel and user space
binaries without needing source code access.
• Reported crash consistency bugs should be automatically
confirmed, and not be based on heuristics that allow for
false positives.
• For good performance, it should avoid exhaustive search
over all possible crash states, and only consider crash
states that are likely to exhibit crash consistency bugs.
• It should not only look for single crash states that are
obviously broken, but also consider semantic, operationspanning crash consistency such as atomicity. For ex-
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Figure 2: Overview of the testing pipeline. Components are
in boxes; arrows are labeled with inputs or produced
artifacts.

the operation has been shown not to be atomic. Uncovered
bugs are finally output to the user of the framework, together
with a representation of encountered semantic crash states
and how they originate from the simulated crashes (§3.5).
The workflow of our testing pipeline is similar to the one in
the Witcher framework proposed by Fu et al. [11]. However,
our crash image generation algorithm additionally makes use
of the Tracer as part of our heuristic for choosing crash images
(we further compare our solution in §2.3).

3.2
ample, this allows to determine whether a file system
operation is atomic or has invalid intermediate crash
states.

3.1

Overview

dynamically analyzes the execution of a system that
interacts with NVM. The goal is to simulate crashes that
may occur during a recorded pre-failure execution and find
inconsistent states. The proposed framework consists of a
testing pipeline made up of multiple components which we
depict in Figure 2.
The pipeline’s initial input is an operating system image,
which includes all kernel and user space binaries, as well as a
sequence of operations that specifies the program’s pre-failure
execution during which crashes should be simulated. Each
step of the pipeline outputs an artifact that is fed to the next
stage of the pipeline. In the final step, uncovered crash consistency bugs and a representation of encountered semantic
crash states are output. The entire pipeline may be run multiple times with different test cases. Achieving comprehensive
results depends on the quality and quantity of these cases
being run in the system. Finding these is orthogonal to our
work (e.g., PMFuzz [28]).
Vinter’s Tracer makes use of full system emulation with
dynamic binary translation to trace NVM operations performed by a system (§3.2). The resulting trace is fed into
our Crash Image Generator. To be able to reconstruct arbitrary crash states, the Crash Image Generator uses an NVM
simulation of a given memory persistency model to replay
the trace on it (§3.3). At each ordering point (e.g., memory
barrier), crash images are chosen by a heuristic that only considers in-flight stores at memory locations likely to be read
by the recovery (post-failure) code, which avoids exhaustive
exploration of crash states. The latter are determined by running the post-failure code on special crash images, hence the
Crash Image Generator uses its own Tracer instance.
The Tester component finally takes crash images and extracts their semantic (crash) states (§3.4). Each of the prefailure operations is then analyzed for violations of crash consistency properties such as atomicity. For example, if during
an operation three different semantic crash states are observed,
Vinter
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Tracer

The Tracer is a full system emulator and is used in the testing
pipeline for the following purposes:
• During pre-failure execution, we trace writes to NVM
as well as invocation of persistency primitives, as this allows reconstruction of arbitrary NVM crash states (§3.3).
• Further, we trace reads to NVM during post-failure executions as part of our crash image generation heuristic
described in Section 3.3.
• Optionally, the Tracer may be used by the Tester component for running the post-failure recovery on the generated crash images to extract their semantic states (§3.4).
Tracing NVM accesses may be disabled, but hypercalls
can be used (see below).
In common architectures, NVM is accessed directly via
load and store instructions to virtual memory that is backed
by NVM. Further, persistency primitives (such as cache line
flushes and memory fences) are usually implemented as dedicated instructions. To intercept these events, we base the
Tracer’s processor emulation on dynamic binary translation [43]. This allows full control over the emulated system,
and is transparent to the tested program stack, thus binaries
may remain unmodified. In contrast, hardware-assisted virtualization (as used by Yat [27]) is faster, but does usually not
provide hooks for all events that are of interest (Yat requires
recompilation).
During the translation of basic blocks from the emulated
architecture to the host architecture, the Tracer adds instrumentation code for persistency primitives to the translated
code. Further, the memory abstraction layer of the emulator
intercepts memory writes and reads to address ranges backed
by simulated NVM. The intercepted events are then output
in a trace log with associated data. Data includes instruction
operands (e.g., cache flush addresses) or memory contents
updated by a store to NVM.
Hypercalls. We allow the emulated system to signal the
following events as hypercalls to the testing framework, which
are additionally recorded in the trace log:
• Checkpoint hypercalls during pre-failure execution separate semantic operations. We remind that input to the
testing framework is a sequence of operations that will
each be separately tested for operation-spanning crash
consistency. In practice, this may be in form of a sim-
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ple user space executable that calls the tested program’s
operations and emits hypercalls in between.
• Success indication hypercalls may occur during postfailure recovery. If none is emitted, it is assumed that
recovery from the specific crash image has failed.
The use of hypercalls is not mandatory for the approach,
but it improves the testing workflow for example by allowing
separation of operations during pre-failure execution.
Metadata. During pre-failure execution, we log metadata
about traced events (such as NVM stores), particularly their
location in form of a call stack as traced by the emulator. Although not required to detect crash consistency bugs, it helps
a developer to investigate uncovered crash consistency bugs.
We retain this metadata when generating crash images later
in the pipeline as a way to understand how a crash needs to
occur to lead to a certain invalid semantic crash state. Further,
additional events helpful for debugging may be traced and
logged, such as system calls.

3.3

Crash Image Generator

The Crash Image Generator component takes a pre-failure
trace as its input, and it outputs crash images to be passed
into the Tester (§3.4). A crash image is a string that describes
the binary contents of the NVM in a single crash state that
can occur according to the memory persistency model at an
arbitrary point of program execution.
Motivation and challenges. In memory persistency models that are based on persistency epochs [5, 35] (including
x86 [20]), the set of all possible crash images can be constructed as follows. At each ordering point (usually memory
fences), apply any possible subset of potentially unpersisted
in-flight stores on top of the memory contents that are already
guaranteed to be persisted [8, 11, 27–30, 33]. This works
because stores can only become irreversably persistent at
ordering points. Not all subsets may be allowed and order
of stores can be relevant depending on the specific memory
model [35, 37, 42], such as x86 with intra-cache-line ordering.
Although considering any possible crash state would be
comprehensive, it is impractical. Yat by Lantz et al. [27] does
so, but the authors find that some test cases would take several
years to complete due to exponential explosion in number of
crash images. Thus, many other approaches do not actually
generate and test crash images, but only apply heuristics on the
observed program execution to detect typical bug patterns [8,
29, 30, 33]—this either allows false positives to occur or
requires extensive manual code annotations.
Solving this problem requires reducing the number of
tested crash images. The chosen subset of crash images should
ideally not hide bugs. Accordingly, the chosen crash images
should have some properties that makes them relatively likely
to exhibit bugs. The recent Witcher framework proposed by
Fu et al. [11] aims to solve this challenge for user space keyvalue stores: From a mix of static and dynamic analysis, they
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infer likely invariants regarding the persistency of program
data that have presumably been intended by the programmer.
Then, they choose crash images that violate these invariants
and test if these indeed violate crash consistency. This approach works well for key-value stores, but particularly the
reliance on static analysis makes it difficult to apply to full
systems, where a variety of user and kernel space code may
interact.
Proposed crash image generation heuristic. In contrast,
our heuristic only relies on dynamic analysis. For determining crash consistency, only the semantic state as recovered
by the application in post-failure recovery is relevant (§3.4).
Conversely, the semantic crash state can only have been influenced by memory locations from which the post-failure
execution has read. Our crash image generation heuristic is
based on this idea. When choosing subsets of in-flight stores
during crash image generation, our heuristic only considers
stores likely to be read by the post-failure recovery. Other
stores may be ignored.
We observe that techniques such as journaling and log
structuring, both common in file systems, cause the following
access pattern: The program writes a journal entry, flushes it
completely to NVM and only marks it valid after a store fence.
The journal entry may have an arbitrary size, resulting in a
large number of in-flight stores. However, considering subsets
of these stores for crash image generation is not useful. After
a failure, the recovery would only read a journal entry that is
marked valid.
According to this observation, we base the decision on
whether a store is likely to be read in post-failure recovery
on the following assumption: If an NVM location is not read
during the post-failure stage on the image where all unpersisted stores are applied, the post-failure stage will likely also
not read this location when an arbitrary subset of in-flight
stores is applied. Therefore, the heuristic limits the generated crash images to variations of stores that are likely to be
read during the post-failure stage’s execution. As with any
heuristic, the assumption may not always hold. We evaluate
its effectiveness in Section 6.2.
For the heuristic to capture all relevant NVM locations,
the post-failure recovery should read all relevant state, for
example by running code that serializes all state (as in the
state extractor to be introduced in Section 3.4).
The heuristic’s underlying idea of observing interactions
between pre- and post-failure executions is based on Liu et
al.’s XFDetector framework [29]. However, XFDetector uses
these observations directly to detect bug patterns, but does
not automatically confirm bug candidates. It further requires
developers to manually annotate their code to mark memory belonging to commit variables; it is further not directly
compatible with checksumming mechanisms as used by file
systems.
NVM simulation. To be able to replay the trace and
reconstruct the possible NVM crash states, we assume a simu-
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lator of the architecture’s memory persistency model. It holds
the guaranteed persisted memory content as a binary string,
and further a list of in-flight stores that have not yet been
explicitly persisted. Each of these stores further retains associated metadata from the trace. It further needs to provide
functions for applying stores and persistency primitives (e.g.,
cache line flushes and ordering points). An efficient data structure and algorithm for processing in-flight stores have been
proposed by Di et al. [8].
Resulting algorithm. The algorithm processes the prefailure trace from beginning to end and replays each NVM
write operation and persistency primitive invocation on the
NVM simulation. At each ordering point, it generates crash
images in the following way:
1. Obtain a copy of the current NVM’s guaranteed persisted
memory, and apply all stores on it. We obtain NVMfull .
2. Instantiate the Tracer with NVMfull as initial NVM contents. Execute and trace the post-failure recovery.
3. Look for “read” operations in that post-failure trace to
NVM addresses that have overlapping in-flight stores.
4. Consider all subsets of these cross-failure read in-flight
stores, and apply each subset to the guaranteed persisted
memory and emit the resulting crash images.
5. Continue with replaying the pre-failure trace.
As an optimization, we ignore ordering points if no stores
to NVM have occurred before the last one. Further, if there
would be too many subsets of cross-failure read in-flight stores
according to a configurable threshold, we choose a random
selection of these subsets.
Metadata. It is possible for the same crash image (merely
a binary string) to be emitted multiple times, but at different
ordering points and with different subsets of stores applied.
We deduplicate crash images and attach metadata to each
image that describes all its origins. Each origin includes the
(un)persisted in-flight stores’ metadata (containing the stack
trace that led to a store), the last ordering point’s ID, and the
last checkpoint’s ID. Crash images are further grouped by
checkpoint (i.e., the semantic operation they occur during).

3.4

Tester

In the previous step of Vinter’s testing pipeline, we have
generated crash images that simulate crashes at multiple
points during the traced pre-failure program execution. In this
final step, the Tester component analyzes each operation’s
crash images for the occurrence of crash consistency bugs.
We begin by defining crash consistency properties (§3.4.1)
and then describe how the Tester component discovers violations of the properties from a set of crash images (§3.4.2).
Our testing approach is an extension of Fu et al.’s “output
equivalence checking” [11].
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3.4.1

Crash Consistency Definitions

The central idea is that an NVM image can be mapped to an
application-specific well-defined semantic state that describes
the intended meaning of the persisted data. The same semantic
state can possibly be encoded by different NVM images. We
use S to describe the set of semantic states, and ⊥ (⊥ 6∈ S ) to
denote that an NVM image is not recoverable from because it
is faulty. The state extractor function E maps NVM images to
semantic states, for which we use the notation E : {0, 1}∗ →
S ∪ {⊥}.
We recall that we allow traces to be separated by checkpoints (c1 , c2 , . . . ) that are signaled by the running program
through hypercalls (§3.2). We define checkpoint intervals
[ci , ci+1 ]—called operations in the following—that each induce a subsequence of a trace that contains all its recorded
events between checkpoints ci and ci+1 . We use checkpoints
to separate different semantic operations during the pre-failure
execution traced in the beginning of our testing pipeline. We
define two crash consistency properties which, depending
on the operation, may be considered a requirement for crash
consistency of the operation.
We propose the following new property:
Definition 1 (Single Final State, SFS). A checkpoint ck is
single-final-state crash-consistent (SFS(ck )) if and only if all
crash images Nk ⊂ {0, 1}∗ that can result from crashes in the
trace exactly at checkpoint ck result in the same state 6= ⊥, or
formally: ∃s ∈ S : {E(n) | n ∈ Nk } = {s}.
For s ∈ S , we write SFS(ck , s) if ck is single-final-state
crash-consistent and {E(n) | n ∈ Nk } = {s}. Further, an operation [ci , ci+1 ] is single-final-state crash-consistent if and
only if ci+1 is single-final-state crash-consistent.
SFS is a property that is useful to require even when an
operation is not considered atomic; in that case, intermediate
states are allowed, but as soon as an operation returns, a crash
may not yield any intermediate states anymore.
We further define the well-known atomicity property in our
context:
Definition 2 (Atomicity). An operation [ci , ci+1 ] is atomic
if and only if ci and ci+1 are both single-final-state crashconsistent, and all crash images N[i,i+1] ⊂ {0, 1}∗ that can
result from crashes anywhere between checkpoints ci and
ci+1 result in either of two states 6= ⊥, or formally:
∃sbefore , safter ∈ S : SFS(ci , sbefore ) ∧ SFS(ci+1 , safter )
∧ {E(n) | n ∈ N[i,i+1] } = {sbefore , safter }.
Atomicity means that operations execute, from the point
of view after crash recovery, in an all-or-nothing fashion:
Either an operation is fully run (safter ) or not at all (sbefore ).
No intermediate states should occur and all states should be
recoverable. This means that no more than two states may be
observable after recovering from arbitrary crashes between
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state 1
crash image 1
001111. . .
origin 1 metadata
ordering point=37
stores persisted=[7,8]
stack trace 1

origin 2 metadata
ordering point=38

stack trace 2

state 2
...
crash image 2
001101. . .
origin 3 md.
ord. p.=39

...

Figure 3: Representation of an operation’s semantic states
and their origins’ metadata as output by Vinter.

the two checkpoints of an operation. An atomic operation is
obviously also SFS crash-consistent, but SFS crash-consistent
operations exist that are not atomic.
The state extractor E will usually be implemented by running the application’s post-failure recovery on the given crash
image including a step that serializes the state. Additional
tests may be run after the recovery to ensure correctness (such
as fsck on file systems). In this case, if a hypercall indicating
success is not issued by the post-failure recovery, the state is
mapped to ⊥. The Tracer component can be reused to provide
a virtual environment that implements these hypercalls.
3.4.2

Testing Crash Consistency Properties

Vinter ’s

Tester component finds crash consistency violations given a set of crash images from the previous step of
the testing pipeline. As its input, we assume a map of (already deduplicated) crash images to lists of the metadata that
describe an image’s (possibly multiple) origins (§3.3).
The Tester builds a table Mcp7→states that maps checkpoint
IDs to semantic states which originated from crash images
where the most recent checkpoint hypercall had the corresponding ID. As an image can have multiple origins with
different checkpoint IDs, a semantic state may be mapped
to more than one checkpoint. It also builds another similar
table Mcp7→fin. states , with the exception that only images are
considered that result from crashing directly at a checkpoint
boundary, thus only considering the “final” states at the end
of an operation.
It is easy to find violations of crash consistency properties
by scanning the tables:
• The Single Final State property of a checkpoint is valid
if and only if Mcp7→fin. states contains exactly one state for
that checkpoint.
• The Atomicity property of an operation [ci , ci+1 ] is valid
if and only if ci and ci+1 are SFS crash-consistent (with
Mcp7→fin. states [ci ] = {sbefore } and Mcp7→fin. states [ci+1 ] =
{safter }) and Mcp7→states [ci ] = {sbefore , safter }.
Violations of these properties are reported by the Tester.

USENIX Association

Further, for each operation it outputs a representation of all
encountered semantic crash states with their associated crash
images and the crash images’ origins (Figure 3). This representation helps with root cause identification as we cover in
the following section.

3.5

Bug Analysis

The Tester’s output lets developers determine whether crash
consistency bugs have been uncovered. Trivially, if the extracted semantic states include an unrecoverable state (⊥),
a bug has been uncovered. Otherwise, in the simple case, a
developer specifies that a certain operation should hold one
of the previously covered crash consistency properties, and
then a violation reported by the Tester implies a bug. However, the crash consistency semantics of an operation may
be more complex or even unclear and may allow multiple
intermediate states. The developer can then manually inspect
the encountered semantic states for their validity (as output in
the maps Mcp7→states and Mcp7→fin. states ). Alternatively, they can
automate the decision by implementing an operation-specific
predicate that validates whether for a set of semantic states
the operation is crash-consistent.
Once bugs have been discovered, Vinter aids developers in understanding their root causes by representing how
crash-consistency-violating semantic states originate from
simulated crashes. As depicted in Figure 3, every semantic
state keeps a link back to the crash images it was extracted
from, and each crash image keeps a link to the simulated
crashes’ states (origins) it was created from. As a crash image
only represents the NVM’s binary contents, multiple different
crash images may lead to the same semantic state (e.g., an
uncommitted journal entry does not contribute to the semantic
state). Further, crashing at different ordering points or with
different subsets of in-flight stores applied, as stored in the
“origin metadata,” may lead to the same crash image.
Each crash image origin includes a list of in-flight stores at
the ordering point (fence) where the crash was simulated, as
well as the subset of in-flight stores applied to obtain the crash
image. Each of the ordering points and their in-flight stores is
annotated with its stack trace (as logged by the Tracer) and
thus maps back to its source code location.
By inspecting the origins of a crash-consistency-violating
semantic state, developers can understand where and how a
crash needs to occur to trigger the bug (as in source code
location and persistency status of NVM data). This eases root
cause identification. For example, if all of an invalid state’s
origins have a strict subset of in-flight stores applied (i.e., the
crash image at the same ordering point with all in-flight stores
applied does not lead to the invalid state), then introducing
more persistency ordering constraints (fences) may likely fix
the bug.
We present two concrete bug analyses in Section 5.3.
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4

Implementation

We implement a prototype of Vinter for the 64-bit x86
architecture [17]. Its tracer is based on PANDA [9] and PyPANDA [6], which provide a platform for dynamic analysis built on QEMU [1]. QEMU is a full system emulator
based on dynamic binary translation. Core parts of our prototype are written in Python. Therefore, while its performance
is sufficient for our file system evaluation, considerable improvements are likely possible without changing the general
approach. Vinter’s prototype is available and described in
Appendix A.
Our NVM simulator implements x86’s memory persistency
model [17, 37]. By dividing the simulated NVM into segments
of 64 bytes and keeping ordering of in-flight stores within
these lines, Vinter respects intra-cache-line ordering constraints. This guarantees ordering even of non-temporal stores,
which is a higher guarantee than the architecture gives. Setting
the segment size to 8 bytes would allow testing reordering
of non-temporal stores, but would also break intra-cache-line
ordering which some NVM file systems rely on [10].

5

File System Crash Consistency

The crash consistency testing tool we have described so far
does not have any parts specific to file systems and could be
applied to arbitrary software running in a virtual machine. In
this section, we describe how to apply it to NVM file systems.
Then, we present the results of our analysis of NOVA [49],
NOVA-Fortis [50] and PMFS [10].
Our testing pipeline requires an application-specific state
extraction procedure for mapping from a crash image to its
semantic state. The Tester component boots a virtual machine
with the crash image, runs the procedure, and records the
output or a failure state ⊥ in case of errors. We implement
file system state extraction as follows:
1. Mount the file system read-only.
2. Traverse the file system and output a serialized representation of each file.
We need to mount the file system read-only to prevent
inadvertent changes to metadata such as file access timestamps. The file systems we target adhere to the POSIX standard [15], which allows us to build a generic state extractor for
all POSIX-compatible file systems. For each file (including
regular files, directories, symbolic links) we output a serialization of its path, its contents, its type, and most metadata
from the stat structure1 .
After the state extraction completes, we verify that the file
system can still be modified. We remount the file system as
writable and run an additional test-case-specific command
that modifies some of the files or directories used in the test.
1 We

exclude runtime properties such as device IDs and preferred I/O
block size.
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If any of these operations fail, we mark the state described by
this crash image as failure state ⊥.
Our notion of consistency only encompasses the file system state as visible via the file system API. The underlying
assumption is that if the file system is still properly readable
and writable, its state can be considered consistent without
the need to inspect its internal state.
For testing more traditional file systems that depend on
separate integrity checkers (fsck), these could also be run as
part of the state extraction procedure and map to the failure
state ⊥ if the integrity checker fails.

5.1

File System Setup

For each tested file system, we need a corresponding virtual
machine image. To reduce the time required for tracing, we
hand-craft minimal VM images consisting of a staticallylinked Linux kernel image with a user space based on BusyBox [44]. We do not use an init system. Instead, we let the
system spawn a shell that accepts test commands over a virtual
serial console. Consequently, there are no unrelated processes
running in the background during tracing.

5.2

Test Cases and Results

We manually craft 16 test cases consisting of operation sequences which cover most basic file system operations. Figure 4 shows a summary of the test cases and the results. Most
test cases correspond to basic file system operations given
in monospace font. The “atime” and “[cm]time” test cases
update the corresponding timestamps as side effects of a file
read or directory operations2 , whereas “touch” uses a system
call for that purpose. We test three variants of the rename operation: a rename that overwrites an existing file (overwrite),
moving a directory into another (directory), and changing the
file name to a longer one (long name). The “long name” test
case creates a file with a long file name and writes to it. Test
cases with “long” file names use a name that exceeds the
cache line size (which is 64 bytes). Finally, “update” modifies
a small part in the middle of a larger file.
In total, Vinter finds previously unreported bugs in 7 out
of 16 test cases for NOVA. We analyze these bugs manually
and find three root causes. First, we observe missing cache
flushes when NOVA writes unaligned data to NVM which
lead to data loss. This issue manifests in our test cases “write”
and “symlink,” but could also occur in “append” and “update”
(marked with an asterisk) depending on the length of the
written data. The test cases with long filenames (i.e., longer
than cache line size) suffer from the same issue and result
in files where reading the metadata with stat fails. Second,
the rename operation is not atomic. We observe crash states
where the renamed file or directory is completely missing.
2 Adding or removing files from a directory updates the directory’s change

and modification timestamps.
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Figure 4: Crash consistency bugs discovered by Vinter.

unpersisted stores
0x2db008 7→ l
0x2db009 7→ d

0x2db00a 7→

Analysis

has discovered several previously unreported crash
consistency bugs in the NOVA variants. In the following, we
exemplarily provide a detailed analysis of two of these bugs
that highlights advantages of our crash consistency testing

Vinter

3 Issue

IDs 105, 116, 121–125; each accessible at
https://github.com/NVSL/linux-nova/issues/<ID> (also on archive.org)
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__copy_user_nocache
do_nova_inplace_file_write
...
vfs_write
...


Figure 5: The unpersisted stores after writing HelloWorld

to a file in NOVA. The bytes l, d, are the last three
bytes of the string.
event

operand

syscall
...
write (NT)
write (T)
write (T)
write (T)
fence

instr. (metadata)

sys_write(fd=1, buf=‘HelloWorld\n’, n=11)
...
...
0x...0 7→ HelloWor movnti qword [rdi], r8
0x...8 7→ l
mov byte [rdi], al
0x...9 7→ d
mov byte [rdi], al

0x...a 7→
mov byte [rdi], al
sfence (store fence)

Figure 6: Excerpt of the trace that shows how the file contents
are written to NVM. No flush operations follow on
the cache line belonging to the temporal stores.
approach. Furthermore, the analysis illustrates how Vinter
helps manual analysis with the metadata carried throughout
the testing pipeline and presented as part of the Tester’s report.
5.3.1

5.3

call stack of store (metadata)
yyyy

In the following section, we give a detailed analysis of these
two bugs. Third, creating hard links is not completely atomic.
Our tool detects a crash state where the original file’s link
count (st_nlink) is incremented, but the new link does not
yet exist.
As NOVA-Fortis is an extension of NOVA with the addition
of checksumming and parity, it shares most of the issues we
find in NOVA. However, we see three additional failing test
cases. Our tool discovers intermediate crash states where
both data and the checksum over that data are only partially
persisted. This leads to checksum errors during recovery and
errors when trying to read or write the affected files. We
also observe an instance where the additional data integrity
mechanisms help: In the “write” test, NOVA-Fortis does not
suffer from data loss since it can recover the unpersisted data
from parity. However, it appears that NOVA-Fortis does not
protect all data that way: The data loss in the “symlink” test
case shares the same root cause as for “write,” but still occurs
in NOVA-Fortis.
PMFS suffers from fewer failing test cases than the NOVA
variants. We observe a minor atomicity violation in test cases
that remove or overwrite a file. Before the file disappears,
crash states exist where the file has updated change and modification timestamps. A more serious issue can occur when
removing files in the root directory: Crash states are possible
where mounting the file system results in a failing assertion,
which leads to a crash of the PMFS kernel module.
We reported all NOVA and NOVA-Fortis bugs to the developers3 . We did not report PMFS issues since it is not maintained anymore.

Incompletely Persisted Data

We first analyze the data loss bug occurring in the test
case “write” (see Figure 4). The test case creates a file and

writes the string HelloWorld , as in the shell command echo
HelloWorld > /mnt/myfile. Our tool detects a violation
of Single Final State and records partially persisted file contents where up to three bytes at the end are replaced with zero
(e.g., HelloWor 0 0 0 and HelloWorl 0 0 ).
First, we take a look at the unpersisted stores as reported
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a

b

file contents x

y

dir. entries

(1)

b
x

y
(2)

b
x

y
(3)

x

y
(4)

Figure 7: Observed crash states in NOVA during a rename
of file a to b in a directory, intending to replace b.
Boxes represent files. (1) is the initial state.
by the Tester component. As pictured in Figure 5, each store
is associated with a call stack. We see that the stores originate
from a write system call and that NOVA uses the function
__copy_user_nocache to write to NVM.
Next, we inspect the NVM trace pictured in Figure 6. It
captures the system call entry as well as all writes to NVM,
cache flushes, and memory fences. Non-temporal writes (NT)
are distinguished from temporal writes (T) as the former bypass the volatile caches. We see that the helper function
__copy_user_nocache writes the first eight bytes of the
string to NVM with a single non-temporal store, then writes
the remaining bytes one by one with temporal stores. As there
is no cache flush operation, these bytes end up unpersisted.
Further investigation in the Linux source code shows that
__copy_user_nocache has an architecture-specific implementation for x86 implemented in assembly. As the function
was written with performance and not persistency in mind,
the Linux developers deemed it acceptable to use temporal
stores for unaligned data.
This bug highlights the importance of testing unmodified
software. Using an approach that relies on source code annotations to trace NVM events, a developer would likely
assume that the Linux helper function works correctly and
would annotate it accordingly without following through to
the architecture-specific assembly implementation.
5.3.2

Data Loss During Rename

Second, we analyze the atomicity issues of the rename operation in NOVA. As depicted in Figure 4, our tool detects
atomicity violations and data loss for all variants we test (overwriting a file, renaming a directory, and a normal rename with
long file names). We visualize the crash states for the overwrite variant in Figure 7. In addition to the initial state (1)
and the desired final state (4), we observe a state where the
file to be renamed is missing (2), as well as a state where the
target file is also missing (3). For the other two test cases that
do not overwrite files, we observe crash states similar to (2)
where the file or directory is missing.
We find that both invalid crash states from Figure 7 have at
least one crash image associated with an “origin” where all
in-flight stores were persisted (i.e., includes all volatile cache
lines; §3.5). Consequently, the bug does not stem from mistakes with NVM persistency primitives. We inspect the call
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stacks for these crash images and find that they correspond to
different locations in the nova_rename function. By inserting
early return statements at these locations, we can reproduce
the issue without our testing framework, thus confirming the
issue.
This bug shows that our testing pipeline is also capable of
finding persistency issues that are not specific to NVM. By
carrying metadata such as stack traces through the pipeline,
our framework makes bug verification easy.

6

Evaluation

In the previous section, we have shown that our approach
is capable of finding new crash consistency bugs in file systems. We now give a more complete picture of our prototype’s
performance by answering the following questions: Is the approach comprehensive or does it miss certain types of known
crash consistency bugs? How effective is our crash image
generation heuristic at reducing the search space of possible
crash images? How big is the slowdown incurred by tracing
and how fast are the other stages of the testing pipeline?

6.1

Completeness

It is well known that—outside of formal methods—software
testing can only prove the existence of bugs, but not their absence. Nevertheless, we would like to evaluate the completeness of our approach: Does it miss certain types of real-world
crash consistency bugs?
To this end, we sight all 45 issues and patches available on
the public NOVA bug tracker which were submitted between
2019-01-01 and 2021-10-30. We include issues and patches
that are related to crash consistency bugs. We exclude #1104
as according to the bug description, recovery from a crash
only leads to error messages but no observed wrong behavior.
We exclude #98, as according to the bug report, it requires
an NVM capacity > 128 GiB, which is infeasible with our
evaluation setup. We are left with four different patches (#89,
#92, #95, #109) that fix crash consistency bugs in NOVA and
NOVA-Fortis.
To assess whether our prototype is able to find these bugs,
we evaluate our prototype on a commit before and after each
bug, and compare the Tester component’s reports. This way,
we can ignore the crash consistency bugs we describe in Section 5 which may already be present in older NOVA versions.
Our prototype is able to find all of the known bugs chosen
by our evaluation methodology. There is no need for special
test cases. All bugs are triggered by at least one of the test
cases we describe in Section 5.2.
4 The numbers are IDs of issues or patches in the NOVA bug tracker and
can be accessed at URLs of the following form:
https://github.com/NVSL/linux-nova/issues/<ID> (also on archive.org)
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total elapsed Tracer process time

boot (only minimal instrumentation)

trace (from outside)

trace (in guest, portion of command)
execution in guest with raw PANDA

µ ± σ [s]
6.37 ± 0.11
1.63 ± 0.03
4.15 ± 0.10
3.02 ± 0.05
0.09 ± 0.00

Figure 8: Runtimes measured while tracing the pre-failure
command of the “write” test case in NOVA. 20 runs,
µ is mean and σ is sample standard deviation.

6.2

total elapsed process time

boot

Crash Image Generator

cross-failure tracing (heuristic)

Tester

reset to snapshot & load image

run dumper command (PANDA)

Figure 9: Runtimes of the Crash Image Generator & Tester
process when processing the trace from Figure 8.

Effectiveness of Heuristic

We evaluate whether our proposed crash image generation
heuristic based on cross-failure reads (§3.3) helps with efficiency as intended. To this end, we modify our prototype
to consider all lines with unpersisted stores for crash image
generation, rather than only lines overlapping with the unpersisted cross-failure reads as reported by our heuristic. We run
this modified prototype on all NOVA test cases (§5.2).
We compare both the number of unique crash images generated (accumulated over all test cases), and the semantic crash
states discovered by the modified prototype with that of the
original prototype. 2 466 unique crash images are produced
by the modified prototype without the heuristic, versus only
438 crash images by the original prototype5 . Thus, the prototype without the heuristic needs to test approximately 5.6
times as many crash images. This results in an increased runtime, but it still discovers only the same semantic crash states
as the original prototype using the heuristic.
We additionally analyze how the heuristic reduces the number of in-flight stores considered for crash image generation.
In 47 out of 178 applications of the heuristic during all NOVA
tests, the recovery code does not read any in-flight stores. We
manually verify that these cases occur during journaling in
NOVA by checking tracing metadata. In 94 applications of
the heuristic, all cache lines with in-flight stores are read. In
the remaining 37 heuristic applications, the cross-failure reads
make up a strict subset of in-flight stores.

≈ 304 438 events and are each ≈ 11.73 MiB in size (in a
simple textual format; compressed only ≈ 0.15 MiB).
As the Crash Image Generator and Tester run in the same
process in our prototype, we show the execution time of both
combined in Figure 9. 12 crash images at fences are used
as input for the cross-failure heuristic. The tester processes
31 unique crash images that stem from 77 origins (§3.3) and
result in seven unique semantic crash states. We find that the
Crash Image Generator and Tester contribute roughly equally
to the execution time.
With metadata tracing enabled, the runtime of the Tracer
increases significantly to 78.70 s ± 0.75 s, whereas the runtime of the Crash Image Generator and Tester only increases
slightly to 84.84 s ± 0.60 s. We argue that performance of
metadata tracing mode is not very relevant in practice: Test
cases can be tested without metadata tracing, and if a crash
consistency bug is uncovered, the affected test cases can be rerun with metadata tracing enabled. Nevertheless, performance
can presumably be significantly improved.
In total, all our test cases from Section 5.2 take approximately 24 minutes to execute sequentially on the NOVA
evaluation target (without metadata tracing). This includes
additional steps such as compressing traces. As test cases can
be analyzed in parallel, the whole testing time can be reduced
to only a few minutes.

7
6.3

µ ± σ [s]
83.82 ± 0.53
1.63 ± 0.03
37.87 ± 0.33
2.00 ± 0.28 ×12
43.65 ± 0.35
0.08 ± 0.01 ×31
1.04 ± 0.12 ×31

Performance

Discussion

fares well at finding new bugs. Its testing pipeline
is highly automated and the manual effort required for setup
and interpretation of its results is low. In the context of file
system testing, the Single Final State property has turned out
to be useful, as even if operations are not considered atomic,
this property should hold for most file system operations after
a call to sync. Even in cases where the crash consistency
semantics of a file system operation are not clear, Vinter’s
representation of semantic crash states makes manual vetting
feasible. It has turned out to be useful to test modifying the
file system after recovery as part of the state extraction procedure, as some of the bugs only become visible when such an
operation fails.

Vinter

Even though performance was not a priority of our prototype,
we evaluate its performance to show that the approach is
sufficiently fast for testing file systems. We benchmark the
Tracer’s performance with the pre-failure command of the
“write” test case (see §5.2) on the NOVA evaluation target
on an Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU. We depict the results
in Figure 8. Compared to the runtime in raw PANDA (i.e.,
binary translation without tracing), we observe a slowdown
of approximately factor 34. The resulting traces each have
5 We have only performed a single run for each test case; the generated
crash images in each run can slightly vary due to nondeterministic guest
execution.
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We find that severe crash consistency bugs can be found
in NVM file systems by only testing primitive file system
operations, with no need for complex interaction between
multiple operations. This is contrary to the bugs discovered by
CrashMonkey [32], which all appear to involve more complex
operation sequences. We see two potential reasons: First, programming for NVM with its byte-level access and persistency
semantics is much more complicated than the programming
pattern for traditional file systems, where updated sectors are
first built in DRAM and then transferred to block storage.
Second, the tested file systems are of relatively young age,
and are still research prototypes not aimed at production usage (and in case of PMFS, even unmaintained). Testing more
complex operation sequences on our evaluation targets might
yield even more bugs.

8

Conclusion

Crash consistency is difficult to achieve in non-volatile memory (NVM) software. Existing works on NVM crash consistency testing for kernel software are either inefficient or incomprehensive and not automated, and none consider crash consistency and atomicity among entire operations. This makes
existing work unsuitable for comprehensive file system crash
consistency testing.
In this work, we have introduced Vinter, a new approach
to automatic testing of non-volatile memory software.
Vinter
consists of an automated testing pipeline that traces executions of full systems that use NVM, simulates crashes, and
finally tests the resulting crash images for consistency. We
use Vinter to find crash consistency bugs in NVM file systems, including the state-of-the-art file systems NOVA [49]
and NOVA-Fortis [50]. Our evaluation uncovers several bugs
in all tested file systems, many of them previously unreported.
The bugs lead to issues such as data loss, kernel crashes, and
unwritable files.
To summarize, our approach is general as it is compatible with differents kinds of software including kernel code,
easy to apply as it is largely automated and does not need
code modifications, and has been shown to find new bugs in
existing software.

8.1

would still occur on an eADR-enabled system. Vinter
could support detecting crash consistency bugs on eADR
systems by considering prefixes of all temporal writes
instead of arbitrary subsets during crash image generation (§3.3). Choosing subsets of in-flight stores would
however still be applicable to non-temporal writes since
these are weakly-ordered.
Fault injection. Some NVM software including NOVAFortis [50] intends to be resilient against media errors.
Vinter could be extended with fault injection to test
robustness against corruption.
Heuristics. Bug detection or crash image generation heuristics that observe control or data flow such as those proposed by Fu et al. [11] could be adapted to our approach.
Vinter could not only
be applied to file systems, but also to entire operating
systems targeted for NVM, like Bittman et al.’s Twizzler [2]. Twizzler removes the file system from the OS
interface, and instead allows applications to directly allocate NVM.
File system test cases. Our file system evaluation could be
extended by running automatically generated test cases
in a large scale similar to Mohan and Martinez et al.’s
CrashMonkey [32].
Vinter could also be extended to
test traditional block-storage-based file systems without NVM support, bringing features such as automatic
atomicity testing over previous work [32]. A generally
applicable approach to achieve this would be virtualizing
a block storage device and recording a trace of writes as
well as flush primitives.

Future Work

We lay out possibilities for future work on our subject. We
see several areas for improvement:
Support for persistent caches. Some recent processors ensure that all data in the CPU caches is written out
to persistent memory in case of a power failure (e.g.,
eADR [16]). With persistent caches, the programmer no
longer needs to use cache flushes to write out data to
NVM. This greatly reduces the potential for crash consistency bugs, but does not entirely eliminate them. For
example, the NOVA bug we describe in Section 5.3.2
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A

Artifact Appendix

Abstract
We provide an artifact containing our prototype implementation of Vinter as described in Section 4. The artifact further
includes the test cases, configurations, and scripts for reproducing the major parts of our file system analysis (§5) as well
as our broader evaluation (§6).

Scope
We aim to achieve two main goals with the artifact. First, it
allows reproducing the results of this paper. In particular:
Vinter can find new bugs in file systems and can help
developers with finding the root cause. We provide instructions for reproducing Figures 4 to 6 as well as Section 5.3.
Vinter can reproduce previously fixed bugs in NOVA.
We provide instructions for reproducing Section 6.1.
Vinter’s heuristic is effective at reducing the number of
generated crash images without missing semantic states.
We provide instructions for reproducing Section 6.2.
Vinter is sufficiently fast for analyzing file systems.
We provide instructions for reproducing Figures 8 and 9.
Second, we provide Vinter for the purpose of analyzing
other file systems, in the hope that it will prove useful in
developing new NVM file systems.

• fs-testing/: Everything related to the analysis of file
systems.
– scripts/: Helper scripts, virtual machine (VM)
definitions, and test case definitions.
– initramfs/: BusyBox-based user space of the test
VMs.
– fs-dump/: File system state extraction program.
– linux/: Configurations of the Linux kernels we
test.
• panda/: The underlying full system emulator based on
upstream PANDA [9] with patches applied.

Hosting
Vinter ’s

source code is available on GitHub at
https://github.com/KIT-OSGroup/vinter
on the branch atc22-artifact,
commit 4b7e5651e820ec9ebbe2a7321e28b2748103ab74.
Additionally, we provide an archive containing a virtual
machine image that comes installed with Vinter and all its
dependencies at doi:10.5281/zenodo.6626098. The archive
contains instructions for using the virtual machine image.

Contents
Our source code repository (located at /home/vinter/
vinter in the virtual machine image) contains the following components:
• README.md contains general setup information, and
artifact-evaluation/README.md contains instructions for reproducing the experiments and launching
a virtual machine where Vinter is preinstalled.
• vinter_python/: The original implementation of
Vinter
that is used for the analysis in this paper.
– pmemtrace.py: The Tracer component.
– trace2img.py: The Crash Image Generator and
Tester components.
– trace-and-analyze.sh: Main script for running
the full testing pipeline.
– report-results.py: Script for analyzing output
from the testing pipeline.
• vinter_rust/: A reimplementation of Vinter in Rust,
with the intention of improved performance and to provide a clean base for future extensions.
– vinter_trace/: The Tracer component.
– vinter_trace2img/: The Crash Image Generator and Tester components. Main entry point for
running the full testing pipeline.
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